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Trenchless solutions from the sharpest minds in the business!
By Andrew Farr

For our Fall issue Q&A, we sit down with Alan Goodman, Market Development Manager at HammerHead Trenchless and Vice Chair of NASTT. We cover the evolution of trenchless construction, current challenges and Goodman’s work with NASTT’s South Central Chapter.

In the Trenches

By Andrew Farr

In this month’s “In the Trenches” feature, we profile Sam Branchieu of Terracon, Andrew Costa of Aegion and Paul Savard of Parsons. We take a high-level view of the careers of these three individuals, hear about what they’ve been up to at NASTT and get their take on the biggest challenges facing the industry.
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Challenging and difficult times,” “unprecedented change” and “new normal” are phrases used and overused every day.

Sam Parker, author of the book “212 Degrees – The Extra Degree,” says, “At 211 degrees, water is hot. At 212 degrees, it boils. And with boiling water comes steam. And with steam you can power a train. Just one extra degree makes all the difference.”

There is no doubt, as I speak or email with many of you, that our family and business lives have been changed like never before in recent history. And yet, through all this adversity, we are finding a way through – sometimes I think that’s why we’re in trenchless technology.

One word I’d like to bring to the forefront is “resiliency.” NASTT members, its leadership, staff and the trenchless profession have shown the ability to adapt and evolve in order to continue to operate and grow in an uncertain future. Resiliency has meant careful planning, continual monitoring and flexibility in responding — because it is paramount for us to honor the investment that members have made in NASTT. Resiliency has meant adding our COVID-19 Resource Center, revitalizing our Job Board, stimulating participation in Talk Trenchless, launching a 30 percent off book sale and providing industry insights through our COVID-19 Trenchless Industry Impact Report. Resiliency that has seen an awe-somely redesigned online Educational Fund Auction, an online Innovative Products Forum and most impressively of all a Good Practices Course web series.

Education and the sharing of knowledge in trenchless technology is central to what NASTT is about. We wanted to provide these courses in a format as familiar as possible. With our amazing staff (Michelle, Jenna, Carolyn and Jessie) and an incredible commitment from trainers and many volunteers, we have been able to schedule a full program of virtual courses for this year complete with live training and CEUs. All course paperwork will be sent out ahead of time so attendees can follow the way they would in the classroom, without the need to travel or have additional time away from work. There will also be full Q&A opportunities with presenters. Please pick one or several of the courses to participate in. You’ll learn from the experience and support the commitment made by our volunteers. You are what keeps them coming back!

And so, I want to take this opportunity to bring up two more words (no, not those ones!): THANK YOU.

• Thank you to our members for continuing to renew your membership.
• Thank you to so many of our No-Dig registrants who donated their registration to the NASTT Education Fund.
• Thank you to our Hall of Fame, Volunteer of the Year, Young Trenchless Achievement, Chair Award for Distinguished Service and Outstanding Paper award recipients who didn’t receive their awards in the spotlight this year.
• Thank you to our No-Dig Show and No-Dig North exhibitors and sponsors for sticking by us and supporting our 2021 No-Dig endeavors.
• Thank you to trenchless educators and NASTT student chapters and their advisors for continuing to inspire students and shaping the profession right now and for the future.
• Thank you to NASTT committee members, regional chapter boards and volunteers for exploring new options when plans fell through.
• And THANK YOU to all of you in the trenchless industry who continued to meet infrastructure, utility and municipal challenges whether on site or from home in the face of a worldwide pandemic. And thank you to those furloughed or displaced — for your courage and commitment. We're here for you!

I’d like to leave you with a challenge to go that extra degree for NASTT. Recruit a new member. Talk to a colleague about membership and have him or her email membership@nastt.org. We’ll reach out to them. And when they join, we’ll go the extra degree and send you a book from our bookstore.

I’m excited for NASTT’s next steps and having you take them with us.
For decades, HammerHead Mole pneumatic placing tools have been recognized for their superior performance and unparalleled serviceability. With more than 26 models available, ranging from 2 to 5.75”, HammerHead has a tool suited to any ground condition, all featuring an industry-leading design for sustained performance and easy field maintenance. The toughest, most reliable placing tools in the industry, paired with the trusted expertise of your authorized Ditch Witch dealer, make HammerHead Mole placing tools the ideal choice of underground utility pros for the trenchless installation of gas, water, cable, irrigation, fiber and electrical service lines.

FIND YOUR LOCAL HAMMERHEAD DEALER AT hammerheadtrenchless.com or call 920.648.4848
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For everyone 2020 has been quite a whirlwind year! Like the rest of the world, the staff and volunteers here at NASTT have been pivoting and evolving on a near daily basis to change how we do business due to the COVID-19 situation.

As this unprecedented year continues to unfold, NASTT is working diligently to continue to provide the training and education you need to do business and stay up to date with innovations in our industry.

We quickly rolled out virtual events and training opportunities to uphold our mission to be the premier trenchless educational society in North America. In August, we launched our NASTT Good Practices Courses as virtual events. These courses are a rescheduling of the 2020 No-Dig Show Good Practices Courses and our entire suite of courses are available as live training events throughout the remainder of the year. Our four-hour courses will take place in one day and our eight-hour courses will be split into two-day sections to allow for schedule flexibility for our attendees. All NASTT Good Practices Courses include Continuing Education Units, a training manual and the accompanying NASTT Good Practices Guidelines book if applicable. Visit nastt.org/training/events for the full schedule and registration details.

Our goal is to represent our industry and provide valuable programs, services and opportunities to grow your career and your business. To do that, we need the involvement and feedback from our members. We are always seeking volunteers for our various committees and programs. If you are interested in more information, please visit our website at nastt.org/membership/volunteer. There, you can view the committees and learn more about the ways you can stay involved with the trenchless community and to have your voice heard. Please consider becoming a volunteer — we would love to tap into your expertise.

We are looking forward to heading to Orlando next March for the NASTT 2021 No-Dig Show. It will be particularly exciting to come together as a group and celebrate the trenchless industry as we learn and network together again. By all accounts, the NASTT 2019 No-Dig Show in Chicago was a resounding success, hosting a record-breaking 200-plus exhibitors and more than 2,200 attendees. We’re going to come roaring back strong and break these records at No-Dig 2021 in Orlando!

We look forward to growing and learning from these recent challenges. Thank you for all your support and dedication to NASTT and the trenchless technology industry. A special thank you to our volunteer members who are leading the profession both locally and nationally. Don’t be afraid to get involved. With the trenchless market growing so fast, now is the time to join us!

Thank you for being a part of our organization and for dedicating your careers to the trenchless industry.

Craig Vandaelle
NASTT CHAIR
WHERE THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY GOES FOR TRENCHLESS SOLUTIONS

HDD Assist: Salvage stuck bores, drill stems and more with Grundoram!
Static Pipe Bursting: Burst & replace water, sewer and gas pipe with Grundoburst!

Whether it's providing the right pipe ramming tools to save a failed HDD bore or the right pipe bursting system for a municipal sewer project, TT Technologies offers the most trusted and dependable trenchless equipment available today. Choose the most reliable trenchless equipment for your next project. Choose TT Technologies!

TT. TT TECHNOLOGIES

www.tttechnologies.com
1-800-533-2078
I remember when we got the call back in March that Cole’s soccer (or as my boss likes to call it, football) season was going virtual. As expected, my initial reaction wasn’t optimistic. How was my 2-year-old going to learn how to play soccer by watching it on a computer screen?

Much to our surprise, Cole loved it! In fact, most days that we played he requested to run the 22-minute video multiple times. We practiced tiny kicks, big kicks and control while learning the step over and the pull back. Ahh the step over and the pull back. What great techniques! They are these little skills that help a player switch direction quickly.

As I practiced these new moves with Cole, I couldn’t help but think of all of the pivoting we’ve been doing here at NASTT this year. Everything we planned for the trenchless industry in 2020, I mean everything, has had to change.

As you know, every detail of the NASTT 2020 No-Dig Show had to be reimagined. Some celebrations like the auction, awards and our 30th anniversary are being rescheduled for later this year. Other elements like educational presentations and exhibits will be carried over to next year’s event. The biggest pull back was our effort to reschedule all of our Good Practices Courses.

I’m thrilled that our team is able offer our training in a virtual format this year. We’ve rescheduled our entire suite of training courses so all trenchless professionals have access to our education without the cost and health risks of traveling. Virtual courses include everything you’ve come to expect during NASTT’s in-person training events including real time Q&A opportunities with our expert instructors, a course manual to take notes and follow along during the class, a companion Good Practices Guidelines book if applicable and Continuing Education Units (CEUs) provided by the Trenchless Technology Center at Louisiana Tech University.

You can check out the details of our virtual Good Practices Courses and view sample agendas on our website at nastt.org/training. Click on the ‘View the NASTT Training Calendar’ link at the top to see more details and register for each course.

NASTT has offered a full suite of courses covering the following topics.

- August 20 (virtual): Introduction to Trenchless Technology – New Installations
- August 26 (virtual): Introduction to Trenchless Technology – Rehabilitation
- September 17 (virtual): Gas Good Practices
- September 30 (virtual): Laterals Good Practices
- October 5-6 (virtual): CIPP Good Practices
- October 21-22 (virtual): HDD Good Practices
- November 5-6 (virtual): New Installation Methods
- November 17 (virtual): Municipal Sewer Grouting
- December 8-9 (virtual): Pipe Bursting Good Practices

Change is hard. Turning and twisting is hard. Step overs and pull backs were hard for Cole at first, but he’s been practicing and getting really good at it. The same holds true for us. We need to adjust to this new normal; but, I’m confident our industry will nail it.

The Power of a Pivot

NASTT’s Good Practices Go Virtual

Michelle Hill
NASTT PROGRAM DIRECTOR
IS RELINE A VIABLE OPTION FOR YOUR PROJECT?

Find out today.

Reline done right.

With over 70 years of mining experience and 15 reline products, Contech Environmental Solutions provides permanent, fully structural solutions based on non-prescriptive design methods. With extensive in-house knowledge, we don’t play games with the hydraulics or structural design. Knowing pipe assessment, structural design & hydraulic analysis is what we do. This result – the right solution for your project needs – starts right, on time and under budget.
Q&A with Alan Goodman

This month we decided to sit down with Alan Goodman, Market Development Manager at HammerHead Trenchless and Vice Chair of NASTT. We chatted with Goodman about the evolution of trenchless construction, current challenges and his work with NASTT’s South Central Chapter.

What first piqued your interest in the construction/engineering field?

After graduating with a degree in international business with a minor in Japanese, I was looking for a career that could involve both. I was intrigued to start a career with McLaughlin Manufacturing in September of 2001 due to trenchless construction and partnering with a Japanese company to offer HDD and utility locators. I was amazed to learn that we could control and direct the path of a drill head underground in order to install an infrastructure to support our local communities.

Tell us about your first introduction to the trenchless technology?

It was at the ICUEE show in 2001. The 9/11 attacks had just happened and yet the show was not cancelled or postponed unlike today due to COVID-19. Because there were few people in attendance, I was able to get hands-on experience at the show. I probably drilled and located 50 bores in a 40-ft area during the week at ICUEE – it was a tremendous introduction to trenchless technology.

What are your thoughts on the current state of the industry? What areas do you see evolving? Biggest challenges?

The trenchless industry is strong and will encounter exponential growth over the next five years. Whether related to new construction, replacement, or rehabilitation the construction industry overall is moving to trenchless more every year. One could say that the trenchless industry is taking the construction market share on an annual basis and it will never go back to open cut.

And yes, communication is evolving. In sales one would think whoever gets to the customer has an advantage. However, the days of walking into an office and seeing someone without a meeting are simply coming to an end. These days we have to work smarter not harder. As new technology is introduced, it becomes more challenging to market and promote this technology to the public. People who have avoided computers, smart phones, Zoom and Microsoft meetings will no longer be able to compete. So, the challenge is to share the technology that will result in making contact.

How did you first get involved with NASTT? Briefly summarize some of your activities for us.

I have always viewed NASTT as the mothership of trenchless technology. I started attending the No-Dig Show in 2005, and roughly 10 years ago I got involved in the program committee which helped me learn a tremendous amount about what all goes into a No Dig Show. Many of the NASTT regional chapters were growing, and the there was no regional chapter in Texas or Oklahoma. Six years ago, we started the NASTT South Central Chapter and I was able to be both vice chair and chair in 2016-2019. I also joined the board of NASTT and have been vice chair in 2019 and 2020. I am looking forward to the opportunity to chair this great society in 2021 and 2022.

You’ve been heavily involved in the South Central Regional Chapter. What have been some of your big goals and initiatives there?

It started with just wanting to have a successful show which meant well attended with value to all attendees. It grew into an annual publication called the Texas & Oklahoma Trenchless Report. A small annual scholarship has now turned into $7,500 in scholarships given annually to the students throughout our region. While I cannot take credit, the NASTT South Central Chapter membership continues to grow every quarter even through these challenging times with COVID-19. The South Central Chapter Conference being held in Sugar Land, Texas in 2021 will be the most highly-attended conference with some of the best technical information and presentations throughout our local region.

What do you enjoy most about working in the trenchless technology field?

Where do I begin since this field has become so rewarding to me as a professional? For me, at the end of the day, it is all about helping to solve problems. But to solve problems we need to educate the public and the engineering community. Many people are simply unaware that technologies exist that can install, replace or rehabilitate everything under the ground. So, it becomes a matter of the public and engineering community knowing what can and cannot be done. We take pride in discovering the needs and then finding trenchless solutions that address the issues and identify the stakeholders.
The grassroots of NASTT is a network of eleven regional chapters throughout the United States and Canada. Regional chapters network at the local level, share infrastructure challenges and develop new ideas. Regional chapters hold various events throughout the year, and like NASTT, are dedicated to the advancement of trenchless technologies for the benefit of the public and the environment.

With your NASTT membership you are automatically enrolled not only in the national and international organization, but also in your regional chapter. So join today and get to know the “local heroes” that are making their communities better places through the innovative engineering solutions of trenchless technologies.

Contact your regional chapter today.

THE NORTH AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TRENCHLESS TECHNOLOGY

NORTH AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TRENCHLESS TECHNOLOGY

14500 Lorain Avenue #110063 • Cleveland, Ohio 44111
Phone: 888-993-9935

nastt.org
Sam Brancheau was first introduced to introductory soil mechanics when he took an engineering geology course as part of his geology degree curriculum at Western Washington University. He was hooked immediately and knew geotechnical engineering would be where he would focus his career.

He was also attracted to the construction industry due its broad spectrum in which geotechnical engineering is applicable to almost any segment. “Having the opportunity to contribute to the successful completion of various infrastructure is important to me,” he says.

Brancheau was introduced to the trenchless technology industry from the tunneling side while working at CH2M Hill in Bellevue, Washington. He worked on the preliminary engineering phase for the Sound Transit East Link Light Rail, planned from Seattle to Redmond, which included a tunnelled section through downtown Bellevue. He later visited the University Link Tunnel Launch Shaft, which further piqued his interest in the equipment, logistics and complex engineering that goes into a successful tunnel alignment.

After moving to Sacramento, California, he became more involved in the trenchless industry when he was hired by Stantec in 2015. Throughout his time in the industry, Brancheau says he has already seen tremendous advancement in the scope and scale of new installations, with further expansion likely on the horizon.

“I think the industry has a very exciting future,” he says. “We are already seeing increasing diameters and length of direct pipe installations, are breaking records with curved microtunnel installations, and are ever increasing the diameter of cutterheads for road tunnel installations. Technology has seemed to do a very good job of keeping up with the challenging and innovating demands of new installations.”

Brancheau now serves as a project engineer for geotechnical services at Terracon. While his current role is focused on broader geotechnical engineering not necessarily specific to trenchless, he notes one of the biggest industry challenges when it comes to trenchless installations is being...
able to accurately predict subsurface conditions along alignments.

If surface conditions are feasible for a comprehensive subsurface exploration plan along the alignment, he explains, selling the owner on those benefits is important, noting Terracon’s expertise in this area for tunneling and trenchless new installations. “The more we know about the conditions, the better the baseline report will be, reducing the likelihood of differing site conditions claims,” he says.

Brancheau attended his first No-Dig Show in 2013 in Sacramento, but his involvement in NASTT was limited until 2016 when he joined the program committee to assist with reviewing abstracts. In addition, he now serves as a track leader for the No-Dig Show.

He explains that education in the trenchless and tunneling industries is key, but notes that the geotechnical area specific to trenchless is one niche.

“When I was first introduced to the industry, I became aware of conferences such as No-Dig, RETC and NAT fairly quickly, for which there are collegiate outreach and scholarship opportunities for students to attend and further familiarize themselves with the industry,” he says. “Tunneling and trenchless in comparison to geotechnical engineering as a whole is a bit of a niche.

“I THINK THE INDUSTRY HAS A VERY EXCITING FUTURE. WE ARE ALREADY SEEING INCREASING DIAMETERS AND LENGTH OF DIRECT PIPE INSTALLATIONS, AND ARE BREAKING RECORDS WITH CURVED MICROTUNNEL INSTALLATIONS.”
market. It makes sense that not every university that has a geotechnical engineering program is promoting trenchless engineering as a possible ancillary study option.”

But overall, in regards to promoting the benefits of trenchless, Branchéau says the industry is doing a fine job. “When I was actively involved, there were enough resources readily available which I could use, for example, to develop reasonable cost-benefit analyses, risk assessments, or preliminary construction cost estimates versus open-cut methods.

In his time working more exclusively on trenchless projects, Branchéau says he valued working under industry experts who helped foster a positive connection with a subject he was already very interested in. “Surrounding myself, whether purposely or not, with people much smarter than me, was what I enjoyed most,” he says.

“I often recall fondly – and perhaps take for granted – having worked preliminary design on trenchless projects with a multi-million-dollar construction price tag that were technically challenging and innovative,” he adds.

A E G I O N
Andrew Costa

Andrew Costa didn’t start off his career in the construction industry – and before long, he needed a change of scenery.

“I was working for a non-profit organization and was getting pretty burned out. Because of the housing boom, the construction field had a lot of opportunities,” he says.

Costa soon landed at a construction company that he felt valued its employees, was great at what they did and had exceptional leadership. The company was an underground utility contractor that had recently expanded its services to include manhole rehabilitation and protective coatings, utilizing cementitious and spray applied polymers.

“I really value that time, as it gave me a great foundation into various aspects of contracting, underground utilities and the trenchless sector – specifically in Florida,” he says. “I got to work with some amazing people inside the company, in the trenchless contracting field, and with owners and engineers in the municipal space. It really was the ideal jumping off place and set the tone for how I wanted to conduct business, manage employees and contribute in the trenchless sector. I was fortunate to begin my construction career there.”

Costa says since that time he has seen vast improvements across the business of trenchless, beyond just owner acceptance of trenchless options. “For us at Insituform/Aegion, we’re seeing a lot of growth in the pressure market, specifically with potable water,” he says.

He also notes that expansion in areas like materials construction, equipment, robotics and resins has led to more competition in the market. “There are more companies than ever fighting for both the existing space, as well as to establish themselves,” he says.

Costa currently serves as vice president of sales, east region, for Insituform Technologies, part of Aegion. From his perspective with a leading contractor/manufacturer of pipe rehab, Costa says the biggest challenge in pipeline rehab today is the variability inherent in the projects, specifically in pressure pipe lining. Because each job is unique, he explains, each has its own set of variables, which makes it challenging to find consistency and repeatability.

“Oftentimes owners/engineers ask about general trends or static data points and it’s challenging to offer those, because each job is uniquely different, and our solutions are often custom engineered solutions,” he adds. “It requires us to ask a ton of questions and gather a great deal of information. It can make for a slower sales cycle for sure.”

But even with similarities between jobs, the custom nature of Aegion’s solutions require Costa and his colleagues to gather significant data and consider a wide range of design variables for each application – which differ from project to project. “Because of this, it takes a huge volume of work to pull out the consistencies or trends, and the pressure segment of our business isn’t as mature as the

IN OUR BUSINESS,
IT’S ALL ABOUT RELATIONSHIPS. OUR INDUSTRY HAS SOME GREAT THOUGHT LEADERS, COLORFUL CHARACTERS AND, SIMPLY PUT, JUST SOME DOWNRIGHT GOOD HUMANS.”
gravity segment is,” he explains.

With Aegion’s heavy involvement in NASTT, Costa has been no stranger to volunteering and taking on various initiatives within the Society during his career. He has been a presenter at several NASTT No-Dig Shows and currently serves on the program committee, as a track leader reviewing papers and presentations within the rehabilitation track and assisting in the event’s annual planning. In 2021, he is serving as regional ambassador for No-Dig Show in Orlando.

Costa praises the NASTT staff for its management of both the association and production of the No-Dig Show, adding that he would like to continue to get even more involved.

“I think the industry has really grown in the world of trenchless education and training, and the companies and organizations involved in our industry have really worked hard to ramp up those efforts,” he says, adding that they industry can’t take its foot off the gas in these areas.

“I’m still often surprised at how much guidance owners/engineers need with trenchless applications. As the pressure segment of our industry grows, that need increases even more. I can’t stress enough the importance of attending regional and national tradeshows, even if they’re virtual, to help further education on the trends and advancements in trenchless technology.”

For all the innovation and intuition across the market, Costa’s favorite part of working in the industry is actually similar to many others who work in trenchless: the people. He recalls being told early in his career by a trenchless industry colleague, “In our business, it’s all about relationships.” “That couldn’t have been truer,” he now agrees. “Our industry has some great thought leaders, colorful characters and simply put – just some downright good humans. Couple that with the innovation that we’re striving to provide and it makes for a great experience. Through that journey, I’ve been extremely fortunate to have formed some amazing relationships over the years.”
By the time he reached high school, Paul Savard was undecided on a career. While that's not uncommon for a high school student, Savard didn’t complicate things in making his decision. “My neighbor was my high school guidance counselor. ‘You’re good in math and science – how about engineering?’” he recalls her saying. “The rest is history.”

Savard decided to pursue civil engineering, especially after his college roommate was also going in the same direction. “Over time I became interested in hydraulics and understanding how water moves,” he says. “I worked a summer for a local building contractor and got an opportunity to understand construction engineering. Looking back, it seems like a series of chance encounters and unrelated events, but in reality, my interest grew from relationships from those I knew and trusted.”

His first job was for a regional water supplier in the late 1980s. He worked on a water main design that had to cross below an active railway. “I didn’t know it as trenchless technology back then, but that became my first introduction to pipe jacking,” he says. Later when Savard left the public side he went to work in consulting. He says he was fortunate to work for Steve Kramer, now a consultant with COWI North America, who Savard describes as one of the early torchbearers in trenchless. “Together with him and a number of talented trenchless professionals, I was privileged to work with and learn from them all. That became a watershed for me to engage in trenchless technology in design and construction for both new installation and rehabilitation,” he says.

With 30-plus years of experience now in underground construction, Savard believes trenchless has come a long way from the 1990s when he first got involved. But he says the built and natural environments of the world are not getting any less complicated. This is where Savard says trenchless comes in. “The industry does a great job supporting government and private industry for building new and extending the life of existing services every day,” he says. “An overall trend is that every trenchless application is finding ways to go longer, complete faster, for less cost in ways that make the technology more competitive with other construction techniques. Following from this trend is that each trenchless installation provides a direct and measurable benefit to the larger communities in which we live.”

For all the advancements over the years, successful trenchless technology projects will continue to be depend on the expertise and experience of the people involved, despite the innovation in equipment and methodologies, Savard says. “They still come as much from the practical experience and lessons learned of those who construct them as much as from being taught how to accurately predict strength based on a material property or understanding the reactions between soil and pipe,” he explains. “The physics has not changed. But the people who have built up the knowledge base of the trenchless industry are changing every day. “The challenge is passing on their experiences and lessons to the next generation, so we grow the industry and keep building public confidence in the work we do.”

Savard began attending the national NASTT No-Dig Show in the early 1990s. Over the years, his involvement has ebbed and flowed. However, he says, there has been renewed interest in promoting trenchless regionally with the
formation of the Northeast Chapter of NASTT. Savard became involved in the board of directors and is now volunteering as treasurer. The Northeast Chapter had a very successful annual conference with strong support from the national organization. He also credits the chapter’s strong student initiative, which actively works with young and enthusiastic engineers eager to take on the challenges of the trenchless industry.

“NASTT is a very practical and informative organization,” he says, noting both the national No-Dig Show and other courses offered throughout the year that benefit multiple industry segments. “The good practices courses are very valuable to get experience and learn beyond the basics of each technology,” he says. “The suppliers and manufacturers of trenchless equipment and materials are very helpful to the engineering community. NASTT does a wonderful job of putting these opportunities for learning and engagement with peers together.”

At the end of the day, Savard says it’s addressing local community challenges through high-quality infrastructure systems that he has enjoyed the most.

“Trenchless technology provides a strong avenue to reduce impacts on the public and on the environment,” he says. “I like applying trenchless technologies in practical and functional ways to solving these challenges.”

Andrew Farr is the managing editor of NASTT’s Trenchless Today.
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NASTT is the premier professional association championing the trenchless technology profession in North America for its members, their clients and the public. NASTT provides its members with products, services and connections needed to their growth expertise and knowledge, build professional networks, advance their career and business and save time and money.

From small businesses to global enterprises and entry-level, young and future professionals to CEOs and presidents, NASTT equips and empowers its members to thrive in their careers.

Join as an individual or get group savings with a corporate or government/utility membership. For more information and to join online visit nastt.org/membership or contact Carolyn Hook at membership@nastt.org.

Individual Trenchless Professionals
“I joined NASTT because of the value of its membership and its dedication to bring trenchless technology to the forefront of every project. This is the only organization that brings such a high caliber of engineers, owners, manufacturers, contractors and students together.”

ALAN GOODMAN
HAMMERHEAD TRENCHLESS
“The bottom line is that active membership benefits me professionally and, in turn, my company can provide unique and cost-effective solutions to challenging projects.”

GEORGE RAGULA
PSEG
“NASTT membership allows me to learn about the latest technologies in the industry. Because of NASTT I have a pretty stacked tool belt that helped me bring innovative approaches to addressing infrastructure concerns both as a municipal consultant and in the public sector. And experience with trenchless technologies helped give me a “leg-up” over other candidates for the position I currently hold.”

ERIC SCHULER
City of Oneida
Several NASTT connections provided valuable information which led to numerous project successes! NASTT allowed me to share my experiences with others bringing rewards and learning to the trenchless community at large.

KEVIN BAINBRIDGE
ROBINSON CONSULTANTS

Matthew Waite  Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District
Erik J. Walipgski, PE  Carollo Engineers Inc.
Bob Walker  Underground Solutions Inc.
David Walker  AOI Alcan Inc.
Caitlin Walker  City of Santa Barbara
Keith Walker  APM LLC
Greg Wallace  Kerneos Inc.
James Wallace, PE  Jacobs Engineering Group
Tony Wallin  Little Rock Water Reclamation Authority
Kathryn Wallin  Bennett Trenchless Engineers
Matthew Wallin, PE  Bennett Trenchless Engineers
Andy Walsh  City of Westminster
Dennis Walsh, PE  TSEEG
Riley Walsh  City of Portland
Brian Waltenburg  Town of Flower Mound
Justin Walton  Contech Engineered Solutions LLC
Ryan Wamble  Campos EPC LLC - HQ
Mike Whanatale  Bradshaw Construction Corp.
Eddie Ward  TT Technologies Inc.
Grant Waring  Emagined Solutions Inc.
Steve Wiggins  Emagined Solutions Inc.
Karen Warren  Oakland County Water Resources
Greg Watanabe  GHD
David Watson  Mott MacDonald
Matthew Watt  M.E. Andrews and Associates
Ross Wattey  Mount Pleasant Waterworks
Dan Weber  Kaiser Premier LLC
Steve Webster  Pipeline Renewal Technologies
Brad Wagner  Midlands Contrasting Inc.
Kelly Weinber  Cardno
Ron Weigel, PE  Century West Engineering Corp.
Jerry Wimmer  Jerry Wimmer Consulting LLC
Craig Weinand  City of Loveland Water and Power Department
Jim Weist  Michael Byrne Manufacturing
Leslie Weist  Michael Byrne Manufacturing
Bryant Welch  JAP Supplies
Myron Welch  Little Rock Water Reclamation Authority
Jacob Wells  Pipeline Renewal Technologies
Craig Welsh  Tri-State Utilities
Scott Whiton  All In Group Inc.
Albert Woltz  Colorado Springs Utilities
Jimmy Wess  Atlas Trenchless LLC
Per Westholm  Guideline Geo Americas - Western USA
Mark Wetzal  Aegon Corp. - HQ
Steve Wetzal  Interplastic Corp.
Derk J Wewers, AScT  City of Victoria
Amelia Wheeler  Tanner Pacific Inc.
Glen Wheeler  James W. Fowler Co.
William Wheeler  GHD
Allan White  GHD
Robert White, Jr.  Fairfax County - Department of Public Works and Environmental Services
Sharon White  Bestolite Corp.
Tony L. White  City of Vista / Buena Sanitation District
Ralina White  CB HDD Trenchless Civil Construction Ltd.
Charlotte Whiteley  Oxford Pipeline Systems LLC
Chad Whiting  Town of Plymouth
Grant Whittle  Nu Flow Technologies
Jon Wicke, PE  Metro Wastewater Reclamation District
David Wickersham  Progressive Pipeline Management
Randall Wiggen  Maddux Pipe
Karen Wilkinson  KOBUS Inc.
Kel Willett  Am-Liner East
Darwin Williams  City of Thornton
Jessica Williams  AYEW International
Jim Williams  Brierley Associates Corp.

Matthew Williams  The Haartz Corp.
Robert Willis  BT Construction Inc.
Michael J. Wiltmets  Retired
Charles Wilmut  Hazen and Sawyer
Joe Wilson  Arceaux Wilson & Cole
Samuel Wilson, EIT  CCI Inc.
Paul Wind  UV Wizards
Tony Winirowski  CUES Inc.
Bastien Wiplick  Ministère des Transports (MTQ)
David Winnis  Vermeer Corp.
Matthew Wipliczko  BTrenchless
Cathleen Wolff  City and County of Denver - Public Works - Engineering - Wastewater Capital Projects Management
Gabriel Wong  GHD
Peter J. Wood  Rooter MD Plumbing
Michael Woodcock  Portland Utilities Construction Co LLC.
Bill Woods  J.D. Brude Inc.
Rodney Woods  Moulton Niguel Water District
John Worthen  Walsco Ben Inc.
Mike Wright  Engineers Construction Inc.
Paul Wright  Sealing Systems Inc.
Riff Wright  Radius HDD Direct LLC
Troy Wright  Minnesota Department of Transportation
Donald Wroble, Jr.  Raven Lining Systems
Kyle Wroblewski, PE  Underground Solutions Inc.
Frederick Wu  Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago (MWRDCG)
Yong Wu  Stantec
Brandon Wyant  Bowen Collins & Associates
Owen Yan  QuakeWrap Inc.
Bruce Yao  Paragon Systems Testing
Paul Yassa, P.Eng  Aldea Services LLC - Canada
Bill Yates  KennedyJenkins Consultants Inc.
Alex Ye  M.E. Andrews - Walsco Ben Inc.
Limited o/a Andrews, Engineer
Jumfeng Ye  Shanghai Construction Group
Mark Yoder  Allegany County Maryland
Don Zaborski  IVIS Inc.
Mark Zanella  Mike Zanella, P.E.
Charles Zambito  City of Dollard-des-Ormeaux
Michael Zantling  City of Hamilton
Jeff Zijlstrauw  Pure Technologies
Shane Zeeman  Northwest Pipe Company
Yovan Zelaya  Lockwood, Andrews & Newnam Inc.
Mark Zemaitis  Peters Township
Damasio Zoppo, PE  Central Contra Costa Water Agency
Xinyi Zhang  AndrewsEngineer
Yang Zhang  AndrewsEngineer
Eric Zimmerman  Shanghai Construction Group
Keith Zatzky  Arceaux Wilson & Cole
Kas Zurek, P.Eng.  City of Winnipeg
Zachary Zyla  Guideline Geo Americas - Western USA
“New trenchless professionals need training and it takes years to get that in geotechnical engineering. NASTT membership helps us get more people knowledge faster and on point with the industry nationwide. Being involved helps our team develop connections they need.”

KENNETH G. SORENSEN
KLEINFELDER INC.
Michael King ................................................U.PUI
Zahra Kohancar Koucheshfahani .........................University of Texas at Arlington
Mark Konopadchenko ........................................Clemson University
Shubham Kothari ..............................................University of Texas at Arlington
Priyank Kotyaya .............................................University of Texas at Arlington
Jeb Krahn .......................................................Louisiana Tech University
John Krahn .....................................................Louisiana Tech University
Ashish Kumar ................................................Clemson University
Devesh Kumar ................................................Clemson University
Sirinath Shiv Kumar ..........................................Purdue University
Connor Kusters ................................................IUPUI
Jay Kwon ........................................................University of Alberta
Dino Landaverde .............................................Rutgers University
Kyle LaRose ....................................................Oklahoma State University
Zach Lawson ...................................................IUPUI
Benjamin Lee ..................................................University of Massachusetts
Zane Lee .......................................................IUPUI
Katie M. Lewis ................................................Clemson University
Zhengwei Li ....................................................University of Alberta
Ansar Limbasiya .............................................Purdue University
James Liu .......................................................University of Alberta
Yuchen Liu .....................................................University of Alberta
Jiulian Lloyd ...................................................Clemson University
Karl Lottin ......................................................Louisiana Tech University
Henry Lopez ....................................................Louisiana Tech University
Christopher Lowing ........................................Oklahoma State University
Sample Luke ...................................................Kent State University
Anthony Lutonko .............................................University of Colorado Boulder
Sanddeep Manohar Maheswar ................................University of Texas at Arlington

Riya Maniar ..................................................IUPUI
Garrett Malsam ................................................Clemson University

Vahidreza Mahmouzabadi .................................Clemson University
Mucahit Namli ................................................University of Alberta
Arab-Ogali Myassar ..........................................Kent State University

Danielli Mora ................................................IUPUI

Somayeh Manjazandeh .....................................IUPUI

Daniella Mora ................................................Purdue University
Ashton Morgan ...............................................Louisiana Tech University
Seth Morgan ...................................................Louisiana Tech University
Souar Maksarjee .............................................Clemson University
Karen Miller ....................................................Louisiana Tech University
Arab-Oglai Myassar ..........................................Kent State University

Louis Garza .....................................................Louisiana Tech University

Unnao Narula ..................................................Kent State University

Behrokh Nazeri ...............................................Purdue University

Harshal Newar ...............................................University of Texas at Arlington
Reese Nicholas ...............................................Kent State University
Swank Nick ....................................................Kent State University
Gunn Nicklas ..................................................Kent State University
Aiyamani Nidam ..............................................Kent State University
Leonardo Nobrega ...........................................Rutgers University
Erian O Donnell ..............................................Kent State University
Anna Opal .....................................................Louisiana Tech University
Joe Orgeron ....................................................Louisiana Tech University
Caden Olsen ...................................................IUPUI
Kathya Padilla ...............................................Cal Poly Pomona

Shira Ganga Pallerla .........................................University of Texas at Arlington
Parthipin Panchal ...........................................University of Texas at Arlington
Akshay Pandey ...............................................University of Texas at Arlington
Ryan Parton ....................................................Louisiana Tech University

Inshik Park, ETH, ECE ......................................University of Alberta
Heah Parson ...................................................Louisiana Tech University

Aditya M Patel ................................................University of Texas at Arlington
Anuj Patel .....................................................University of Texas at Arlington
Anuj Kamleshkumar Patel .................................University of Texas at Arlington

Divij Patel ......................................................University of Texas at Arlington
Meet Patel ......................................................University of Texas at Arlington
Meghmaksheshbhai Patel ................................University of Texas at Arlington
Neel Patel ......................................................University of Texas at Arlington
Nikhil Ashok Patel ..........................................University of Texas at Arlington
Roukh Patel ...................................................University of Texas at Arlington
Sanchay Patel ................................................University of Texas at Arlington

"The knowledge & vast network of NASTT is incredible! I’ve learned from industry colleagues, assisted in finding industry solutions & grow our business; ultimately developing my professional career."

MICHIELLE TRAPP

MICHELS

Tirth Patel ....................................................University of Texas at Arlington
Vihi Patel .....................................................Rutgers University
Suhal Patel ....................................................University of Texas at Arlington
Gurzynski Paul ..............................................Kent State University
Prathamesh Pawar ..........................................University of Texas at Arlington
Anna Petigout ..............................................Clemson University
Matthew Pfeiffer ...........................................IUPUI
Thomas Pham ...............................................Rutgers University
Saphal Phuyal ...............................................Clemson University
Joseph Pichavinsky .........................................UMass Lowell
Brandon Pitman ............................................IUPUI
Alberto Ponce ..............................................Oklahoma State University
Seth Porter ....................................................University of Colorado Boulder
Vindhayawan Prasad .........................................Clemson University
Daniel Queru .................................................University of California
Jadyn Rago ....................................................Cal Poly Pomona
Ghunah Rajah .................................................Purdue University
Jessica Ramos ..............................................University of Colorado Boulder
Blake Rani .....................................................Louisiana Tech University
Pooja Ranjanath .............................................University of Texas at Arlington
Jonathan Ratliff .............................................Louisiana Tech University
Siddharth Raut ..............................................University of Texas at Arlington
Bharat Ravi Raut ...........................................University of Texas at Arlington
Prashant Rawal ..............................................Clemson University
Gus Raymond ...............................................Clemson University
Andrew Reames ...........................................Louisiana Tech University
Vanessa Rodecksky .........................................Cal Poly Pomona
Jarrett Reed ..................................................IUPUI

Patrick Reid ..................................................Clemson University
Mauricio Reyes .............................................UMass Lowell
Ashley Bieman ..............................................IUPUI
Roshan Rajal ................................................University of Alberta
Devon Robert McIntyre ....................................Clemson University
Caroline Robinson .........................................Oklahoma State University
John Ross .....................................................Kent State University
Hailey Rose Rase ...........................................University of Colorado Boulder
Rachel Rosselet ............................................Clemson University
Scott Rowe ....................................................University of Colorado Boulder
Devin Rowland ..............................................Louisiana Tech University
Joseph Roy ....................................................University of Texas at Arlington
Robert Russell ..............................................Oklahoma State University
Patrick L Ryals .............................................Clemson University
Akshay Sadhu ..............................................Clemson University
Amir Safy .....................................................Clemson University
Magnus Sabljic .............................................Kent State University
Prince Raj Sahi ..............................................University of Texas at Arlington
Seth Salose ....................................................Montana Tech
Monica Samano ..............................................Cal Poly Pomona
Echeato Sanchez-Gaspar .................................IUPUI
Yash Sanghvi ................................................University of Texas at Arlington
Ritvik Aay Sarawat .........................................University of Texas at Arlington
Gregory Sarjes .............................................Rutgers University
Ramin Sarajeanian ..........................................IUPUI

Bharatraj Kamboor Pandurangajha Sethi ..........University of Texas at Arlington
Olivia Sward .................................................University of Colorado Boulder
Dylan Shaffer ................................................UMass Lowell
Adit Y Shah ...................................................UMass Lowell
Fenix Saini ....................................................Louisiana Tech University
Mahan Shah ...................................................Kent State University
Shubham Shah ..............................................Clemson University
Yasir Salman Shaikh ........................................University of Texas at Arlington
Bikal Shukla ..................................................Clemson University
Stanley Shaw ................................................Clemson University
Blake Shaw ...................................................Kent State University
Finch Shelton ...............................................Kent State University
Mengjun Shen ..............................................Clemson University
Ananya Sheh ...............................................Purdue University

Thomas Shirley .............................................Clemson University
Shaota Seshashe ............................................University of Texas at Arlington
Roopanash Sirivaswan ....University of Texas at Arlington
Harshit Shukla ..............................................Clemson University
Josh Simmons ..............................................University of Idaho
Mohak Singh ................................................IUPUI
Lamie Shively ..............................................Louisiana Tech University
Jacob Smith ..................................................Louisiana Tech University
Marcel Smith ................................................Clemson University
Michael Smith ..............................................University of Texas at Arlington
Audrek Swijtje .............................................University of Texas at Arlington
Sachin Sreedhar ............................................Clemson University
Shobhit Srivastava .........................................University of Texas at Arlington
Daniel Stiel ...................................................Oregon State University
Yi Su ............................................................University of Alberta
Zayed Suheb, ENV SP ....................................Cal Poly Pomona
Jackson Sullivan .............................................University of Alabama
Akshay Sunil Surana .......................................University of Texas at Arlington
Dhiraj Swain ...............................................Kent State University
Aaroh Swarup ...............................................University of Texas at Arlington
Shoeb Ahmed Syed .........................................University of Texas at Arlington
Demeter Tampas ...........................................Rutgers University

Shivang Thakkar ...........................................University of Texas at Arlington
Nihere Thakur ...............................................University of Texas at Arlington
Caveen Thandava ...........................................Clemson University
Abharamesh Tijare ..........................................University of Texas at Arlington

Garett Titus ..................................................Louisiana Tech University
Alejandro Torres ............................................Cal Poly Pomona
Laura Tucker ................................................University of Texas at Arlington
William Tosten .............................................Louisiana Tech University
Phineas Towl ...............................................Clemson University
Josh Troz ......................................................Queen’s University
萍萍 Tuan ...................................................University of Texas at Arlington
Kavya Tummuru ...........................................University of Texas at Arlington
Courtney Tyler ..............................................Kent State University
Adil Yahora ...................................................University of Texas at Arlington

Soham Voveti ...............................................Clemson University
Gomuyski Vengesayi .......................................UMass Lowell
Nicholas Venticher .........................................Montana Tech
Alejandro Villarreal .........................................Louisiana Tech University
Brian Volker ..................................................Arizona State University
Lexis Wade ...................................................Louisiana Tech University
Austin K. Wagler ...........................................Clemson University
Ian Walczak ..................................................Rutgers University
Karmoe Kaur Walia .........................................University of Texas at Arlington
Chloe Wallace ..............................................Louisiana Tech University
Zheran Wang ...............................................Clemson University
Will Wehrle .................................................Louisiana Tech University
John Wein .....................................................University of Texas at Arlington
Rebecca Welch ..............................................Rutgers University
Lydia Whiting ..............................................IUPUI
Austen Wiesehahn ..........................................University of Texas at Arlington

Todd Wilson ..................................................University of Texas at Arlington
Matthew Wong ..............................................Montana Tech
David Wuehner ..............................................Montana Tech
Sharon Xiao ..................................................Rutgers University
Mohamed Yamany .........................................Purdue University
Seepak Yadhav ..............................................Kent State University
Sreeganesh Reddy Yerri ...................................Clemson University
Austin Young ...............................................IUPUI
Hamed Zamani ..............................................Purdue University
Yuli Zhao .....................................................Purdue University
Huoyuan Zhong .............................................Louisiana Tech University
Yang Zhou .....................................................University of Alberta
Ace Pipe Cleaning, Inc. A Carylon Company
Steve Hontz
acepipe.com

Acoustical Control LLC
Clint Montfort
acousticalcontrol-llc.com

ADS - Advanced Drainage Systems - Findlay Hantech
Tori Durliat
ads-pipe.com

Advanced Rehabilitation Technology Ltd.
Kristi Kimpel
artcoatingtech.com

Aegion Corp. - HQ
Katie Cason
aegion.com

AGRU America Inc.
Richard Freedom
agruamerica.com

Akkerman
Laura Anderson
akkerman.com

AOC Aliancys
Leslie Beck
aliancys.com

Applied Felts Inc.
David Fletcher
appliedfelts.com

Arceneaux Wilson & Cole
Keestan Cole, PE
awceng.com

Aries Industries Inc.
Jim Krashinsky
ariesindustries.com

Associated Engineering
Jason Lueke, P.Eng.
ae.ca

Atkore International
Myra Hartong
atkore.com

Atlas Trenchless LLC
Jim Lagios
atlas-trenchless.com

Avanti International
Britt Babcock, PE
avantigrout.com

Avertex Utility Solutions Inc.
Jason Kottelenberg
avertex.ca

Barbco Inc.
David Barbera
barbco.com

Benjamin Media Inc.
Bernard P. Kryza
benjaminmedia.com

Bennett Trenchless Engineers
Karen Bennett
bennetttrenchless.com

Bestlife Corp.
Steve Wageman
bestlife.com

Bit Brokers International
Chester Thomas
bitbrokers.com

Bore Master Inc.
Dan Olson
globecontractors.com

Bradshaw Construction Corp.
Lester M. Bradshaw, Jr.
bradshawwcc.com

BRH-Garver Construction L.P.
David Elliott
brhhgarver.com

Brierley Associates Corp.
Nick Strater, PG
brierleyassociates.com

Brown and Caldwell
Gary Skipper
brownandcaldwell.com

Brownline Canada
Chris Frisch
drillguide.com

BTrenchless
Chris Knott
btrenchless.com

C&L Water Solutions Inc.
Chris Larson
cwsi.com

Campos EPC, LLC - HQ
Michael McSchaefer, PE, PMP
camposepc.com

Capital Infrastructure Group/Capital Sewer Services Inc.
David Beswick
capitalsewer.com

Cardno
Don McCullers
cardno.com

Contech Engineered Solutions LLC
Gaelyn S. Cunningham
conteches.com

Covalen
Robert Jordan
covalen.com

Cretex Specialty Products
Lee Haessig
cretexseals.com

Cryogen

Cryogen

Cryogen

Cryogen
“Being a NASTT group corporate member gives us credibility in the industry. NASTT is the best trenchless forum in the world to learn trenchless methods and connect with clients and teaming partners. It is the best way for our younger staff to get their training and experience, and to build presentation skills. Whether it’s rehab or new installations, NASTT helps our professionals in both areas.”

KENNETH G. SORENSEN
KLEINFELDER, INC.

Emagineered Solutions Inc.
Steve Waring
emagineered.com

Engineers Construction Inc.
Thomas Loyer
ecvr.com

Environmental Noise Control
Don Behrens
environmental-noise-control.com

ENZ USA Inc
Dana Hicks
enz.com

FER-PAL Infrastructure
Shaun McKaigue
ferpalinfrastructure.com

Ferratex Solutions ™
Justin Grabarczyk
ferratex.com

Forbest Products Co.
Fei Dai
forbestusa.net

GAME Trenchless Consultants
Piero Salvo
www.gameconsultants.net

Gannon Construction Services
Robert Gannon
gannonconstructionservices.com

GapVax Inc.
Matthew Hughes
gapvax.com

GeoEngineers
Jon Robison
geoengineers.com

GeoTree Solutions - division of ClockSpring|NRI
John Hepfinger
cs-nri.com

GHD
Bradley Marin, CET
ghd.com

Global Materials Company
Bruce Sellers
globalmaterialscompany.com

Global Underground Corp.
Robert Powilleit
globalug.com

Great Lakes TV Seal Inc.
Brett Healy
greatlakestvseal.com

Greyline Instruments
Samantha Yorke
greyline.com

GTech USA
Kye Keliehor
gttechus.com

Guideline Geo Americas - Western USA
Zachary Zyla
guidelinegeo.com

Haley & Aldrich Inc.
Dennis Doherty
haleyaldrich.com

Hamilton Kent LLC
Alan Siebenthaler
hamiltonkent.com

HammerHead Trenchless
Kevin Smith
hammerheadtrenchless.com

Hard Rock Directional Drilling
Donna Kurz
hardrockhdd.com

Hazen and Sawyer
Sean O’Rourke
hazenandsawyer.com

Herrenknecht Tunneling Systems
Julian O’Connell
herrenknecht.com

Hi-Vac Corp.
Daniel Coley
hi-vac.com

HOBAS Pipe USA
Kimberly Paggioli
hobaspipe.com

Holly Pipe Corp.
Jerry Nugent, II
www.hollypipe.com

Horizontal Boring & Tunneling Co.
Brent Moore
hbtrenchless.com

Horizontal Technology Inc.
Aaron Potter
horizontaltech.com

HTS Pipe Consultants Inc.
Tom Schults
htspipeconsultants.com
“NASTT is far and away the leading educator and networking pool in the trenchless industry. If your company plays a part in the trenchless industry, you will benefit from NASTT membership much more than you realize.”

JOE LANE
VICE PRESIDENT, INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS, INFRASTRUCTURE, AEGION CORP.
MINIMIZE DISRUPTION

Maximize Production

Join us at the NASTT 2021 No-Dig Show to learn how trenchless technology can minimize disruption and maximize production.

nodigshow.com
Thompson Pipe Group
Carl Pitzer
thompsonpipegroup.com

Transwest Truck Trailer RV
Mike Grieco
www.transwest.com

Trenchless Equipment Company
Mike Ellis

Trenchless Rental Solutions
Terry Barbera
trs.rent

Trenchless Resources Global Holdings Inc.
David J. Gellings
www.trisales.net

TRIC Tools Inc.
Laura Servin
trictools.com

Trinity Products Inc.
Tony Baker
trinityproducts.com

Tri-State Utilities
John P. Sainsting
tristateutilities.com

TruGrit Traction Inc.
Tom Rebozo
trugrittraction.com

TRUVAC by Vactor Manufacturing Inc.
Kristy Guussarson
truvac.com

TRY TEK Machine Works Inc.
Dennis Burger
trytek.com

TT Technologies Inc.
Chris Braehler
tttechnologies.com

TuffRod Pipe Company
Jim Kavadas
www.tuffrod.com

Tulsa Rig Iron
Terry Flynn
tulsarigiron.com

ULC Robotics Inc.
Gregory Penza
ulcrobotics.com

Underground Magnetics Inc.
Michael Young
undergroundmagnetics.com

Underground Tools Inc.
Al Chancellor
undergroundtools.com

Uni-Bell PVC Pipe Association - Corporate HQ
Jacky Bonilla
uni-bell.org

Uni-Jet Industrial Pipe Services
Shane Cooper
unijet.can

UV Wizards
Charles Mason
uvwizards.com

Vermeer Corp.
Kayla Breja
VermeerMVS.com

Vortex Companies
Kit Jones
vortexcompanies.com

Waterline Renewal Technologies Inc. - Corporate HQ
Mac Canali
waterlinerenewaltechnologies.com

Wyo-Ben Inc.
John Wornom
wyoben.com

Zia Systems LLC
Gary Rapp
ziasystems.com

TV Pipe Solutions
Cassie Jordan
tvpipesolutions.com

NORTH

NO-DIG NORTH

CALL for ABSTRACTS

SUBMISSIONS DEADLINE: March 1, 2021

INFRASTRUCTURE FUTURE

NOVEMBER 8-10, 2021
Vancouver, BC Canada

Abstracts from the following subject areas are of interest:

• Lining/Sliplining/Coating
• Pipe Bursting/Splitting Eating/Extraction
• Tunneling
• Microtunneling/Pipe Jacking
• Horizontal Directional Drilling
• Auger/Case Boring
• Inspection/Maintenance Technologies
• Subsurface Utility Engineering

The North American Society for Trenchless Technology Canadian Chapters are now accepting abstracts for its 2021 No-Dig North Show in Vancouver, BC, Canada at the Vancouver Convention Center. Prospective authors are invited to submit a 300-word abstract outlining the scope of their paper and the principal points of benefit to the trenchless industry. Abstracts must be submitted electronically by March 1, 2021: nodignorth.ca/abstracts
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Government, Utility and Education Members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alderwood Water &amp; Wastewater District</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Macdonald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>awwd.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Allegany County Maryland</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Yoder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alleghenygov.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aurora Water Department</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ray Serrano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auroragov.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Boston Water &amp; Sewer Commission</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Sullivan, PE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bwsc.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Castro Valley Sanitary District</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landon Lochrie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cvsan.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Central Contra</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costa Sanitary District</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Mestetsky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>centralsan.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Con Edison</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>District of Saanich</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EPCOR - North Service Centre</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fairfax County - Department of Public Works and Environmental Services</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Greenville Utilities</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Joint Meeting of Essex &amp; Union Counties</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Long Beach Water Department</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Louisiana Tech University</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago (MWRDGC)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ministère des Transports (MTQ)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mohawk Valley Water Authority</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mount Pleasant Waterworks</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Murfreesboro Water and Sewer Dept</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Niagara Region - Water &amp; Wastewater, Public Works</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Orange County Sanitation District</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Region of Peel</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ross Valley Sanitary District</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Roxborough Water &amp; Sanitation District</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Seattle Public Utilities</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>South Adams Co. Water &amp; Sanitation District (SACWSD)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spartanburg Water</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The City of Calgary</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Town of Cary</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UGI Utilities Inc.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UMass Lowell</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Upper Trinity Regional Water District</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Horizontal directional drilling (HDD) is almost synonymous with Ron Halderman, PE. He, along with other innovators, paved the way for trenchless technology. Halderman died May 29, in Billings, Montana after battling cancer.

With 36 years of design and project management experience in HDD projects, including design build and EPC delivery methods, Halderman never ceased to find a better way to serve his clients in the industry.

A registered professional engineer, he held a degree in Geological Engineering from the Colorado School of Mines and graduate studies from the University of Idaho.

Over the years Halderman published many articles and presented numerous papers. He was involved in many “firsts” in this industry - first mile long drill, first drill under an airport runway, first mile-long drill in rock, and he managed a number of award-winning projects across the globe.

He held two HDD related patents entitled “Apparatus and Method for Recirculating Mud When Drilling under an Obstacle” and “Drilling Fluid Recovery when Drilling under an Obstacle or Water Body.” He was the co-creator of thixotropic thermal grout (No-Set) for high voltage electrical transmission systems (patent pending).

Halderman was inducted into the North American Society for Trenchless Technology (NASTT) Hall of Fame in 2015 for his contributions to the advancement of both the trenchless technology industry and the NASTT organization.

Halderman served as director of special projects for Mears Group. He was a pillar of integrity and accomplishments, that was well earned over his 36-year career in the industry.

He was also a beloved father, husband, son, and friend to many. His wife, Lynn, always present and supportive of his career, can attest to his quirky humor, but also of his grounded stability, and love for his family.

Mears was privileged to have a person of Halderman’s stature in its ranks and is thankful for his innovativeness and passion for his work. He will always remain part of the Mears’ family and is an integral part of company’s history as a truly remarkable person.

The family will be making a donation to Colorado School of Mines in memory of Halderman. Checks can be made payable to Lynn Halderman. A memorial will be held at a later date at the Halderman’s home in Billings.

Bo Botteicher joins Lithos Engineering

Lithos Engineering is thrilled to announce the addition of Richard (Bo) Botteicher, PE to our team. Bo brings over 20 years of experience in the underground infrastructure industry including extensive trenchless new installation and rehabilitation projects for the water, wastewater, reclaimed water, stormwater, industrial and power markets. Botteicher has been involved with multiple historical projects related to horizontal directional drilling (HDD), slilining, and pipe bursting across the United States.

Robin Dornfest, president of Lithos Engineering said, “Bo is a fantastic addition to the Lithos team and with his experience in trenchless rehabilitation and new installations, he will allow us to expand to meet the needs of the ever-growing rehabilitation market. We have known Bo for many years and always had great respect for his tireless work in the trenchless world and are extremely excited that he has chosen Lithos as his new home.”

Botteicher is a registered professional engineer and has worked both on the design and commercial sides of the underground construction industry. He started his career designing municipal underground infrastructure and facilities, including new installation and rehabilitation projects. Botteicher spent the last 14 years working for a specialty trenchless pipe supplier, with the last 4 years as the General Manager of that business. Botteicher is very active with the North American Society for Trenchless Technologies (NASTT) and is a member of its Board of Directors.

“I want to thank Lithos for staying true to their growth mindset and entertaining the idea of adding me to their impressive group,” said Bo. “Working directly with the utilities, municipalities, contractors, engineers, and technology firms on the present and future challenges of the underground infrastructure industry is what I enjoy most – and I am looking forward to much more of this with the world-class Lithos Engineering team.”

Lithos Engineering said it is extremely excited about the expanded skill set that Botteicher brings to its team and the ability to better serve its clients now and in the future.
IPC names Carlin vice president as Bothar expands to U.S.

The Bothar Group of companies is pleased to announce the appointment of Dr. Maureen Carlin as vice president of engineering and preconstruction services for the United States division. Carlin’s hiring marks Bothar’s expansion into the U.S. market through the well-established and highly accomplished IPC brand in North America.

“I cannot express how excited and honored I am to accept this position and join the team,” said Carlin. “I feel privileged to be part of an organization built on advanced engineering, cutting edge technology applications and safe and skilled project execution. Bothar as a contracting organization is truly the complete package.”

Prior to her involvement with Bothar, Carlin spent six years with Laney Group, Inc., most recently heading up the company’s efforts in strategic markets. She has more than 16 years of experience in construction engineering and project management for both vertical commercial construction and trenchless pipeline construction. Carlin’s areas of expertise are in advanced project planning and market analysis for trenchless engineering and construction in the oil, gas, water, sewer, power, desalination, sustainable energy and defense sectors. She currently sits on the North American Society for Trenchless Technology (NASTT) Board of Directors.

“We are thrilled to have Maureen as part of our family. Her ability to comprehend the complexity of trenchless projects and the client’s needs and combine that with IPC/Bothar’s capabilities, will allow our organization to continue its successful journey. Dr. Carlin is a great addition to our leadership team. Her great personality and solution focused demeanor are in line with the goals we are aiming to achieve,” says Mr. Peter Hennig, CEO of IPC.

Bothar’s U.S. efforts will focus on trenchless applications for complex projects. The company will also focus on design-build opportunities that offer turn-key solutions to critical crossing applications. Owning one of the largest fleets of Herrenknecht microtunneling machines globally, the group will leverage its ability to swiftly ship and assemble equipment to project sites anywhere across the United States, reducing project lead time. IPC is currently one of the largest and most successful design-build contractors in Canada for trenchless infrastructure construction.

Total Equipment expands Vermeer Industrial representation, rebrands in Caribbean

Total Equipment, Inc., a full-line Vermeer Industrial dealer headquartered in Puerto Rico, announced it has acquired the rights from Vermeer Caribbean to represent the Vermeer Industrial product line in the U.S. Virgin Islands, Haiti and the Dominican Republic.

Under the leadership of Charles de Armas, Total Equipment has represented Vermeer Corporation’s sales, service and parts in Puerto Rico since 2014. With this acquisition, the dealership will now operate under the brand of Vermeer Total Equipment. Company headquarters will remain in Puerto Rico, while the dealership offers the full line of Vermeer industrial equipment and full-service operations on the island of Saint Thomas, the U.S. Virgin Islands and a commercial office in the Dominican Republic.

“As we expand our representation of Vermeer into new territories, we are excited to continue serving the customers who depend on us today in Puerto Rico, while also partnering with the professionals who are doing the critical work to drive progress in the Dominican, USVI and Haiti,” said Charles De Armas, Vermeer Total Equipment dealer principal. “This is an exciting chapter for us as we build on our strong legacy in the region and grow our regional footprint under the Vermeer Total Equipment brand.”

De Armas has been in the equipment industry for more than 30 years. He began his career by following the steps of his father, Jose de Armas, who founded in 1965 Compresores & Equipos Inc. (C&E), which grew into a well-known rental equipment company in the southern United States and Caribbean. In 2008 Charles assumed leadership of the organization under the Total Equipment name.

As Vermeer Total Equipment expands its territory, the dealership plans to invest in additional inventory, on-the-road service trucks and customer service representatives to drive growth and better serve its customers in underground infrastructure installation, landscaping, clean-up, construction and other industries. Vermeer Caribbean will continue to represent the Vermeer product line across other key Caribbean islands.

“Vermeer Total Equipment and Vermeer Caribbean have been great partners known for providing dependable support to Vermeer customers across the Caribbean islands for some time,” said Herb Waldhuetter, managing director of Vermeer Latin America. “With significant infrastructure and natural resource management investments being made across the region, we are excited for what this new alignment and the investments being made across these two dealerships will do to give our customers an even stronger network of Vermeer equipment, service and support they need to get important work done in smart, efficient ways.”
Shah Rahman joins KCI as water practice leader

KCI announced that Shah Rahman has joined the firm as practice leader for the Water Practice in the Dallas office. His responsibilities will include contract negotiation and proposal management, technical project and staff oversight, business development, and quality control as part of the firm’s ongoing water market expansion within the state.

Over his 24-year career, Rahman has grown from an applications engineer to a recognized authority in the buried pipe market in the water and wastewater industry. His experience includes the full spectrum of pipe and trenchless work including engineering, product development and management, and construction.

“Shah is a recognized technical and marketing leader in the public works and water/wastewater pipelines industries,” said Kathy Berek, PE, ENV SP, regional practice leader. “He will leverage the firm’s expertise in large and small diameter water/wastewater pipeline design and construction to grow the firm’s capabilities within the Dallas and Fort Worth region.”

As senior leader for an array of water contracts, Rahman has established client relationships locally and nationally. He was the first to receive Dallas Water Utilities’ and the city of Oklahoma City Water’s approval of welded steel pipe for water transmission, as well as the city of Houston’s approval of large diameter PVC pressure pipe.

He was directly involved in two of the largest welded steel pipe projects in the US in recent years: the 21-mile Provo Reservoir Canal Enclosure Project of 120-inch diameter polyurethane lined and coated steel pipe in Utah and the 150-mile, 96-in. diameter Integrated Pipe Line (IPL) project at Tarrant Regional Water District in Texas.

Madewell Products launches advisory council

With every intent to grow responsibly, Madewell Products Corp. has initiated an advisory council comprised of five executives of top producing contracting partners among its nationwide network of certified applicators. This proactive and progressive move signals to infrastructure owners, specifying engineers and utility contractors demand for the Mainstay-branded products is on the rise.

For nearly 40 years, Madewell dedicated itself to one thing — researching, developing, and producing a breed of restoration mortars and corrosion resistant epoxies tocopt for structurally enhancing and protecting concrete surfaces. Capitalizing on the unique Mainstay Composite Liner process acquired from US Steel in 1971, much of Madewell’s strength and market appeal is derived from its execution arm — Certified Applicators. These independent organizations are equipped, trained, and supported by Madewell Tech Services team.

With the Advisory Council’s strategic contribution, decisions will be made as a unified force, with high confidence, and at the speed of business.

Invitations to serve on the Madewell Advisory Council (MAC) were issued on June 1 and without hesitation, all five proudly accepted to give time and energy to the greater good of Madewell:

- Chris Culy, Culy Contracting: IN, TN
- Horacio Franco, H&R Underground: CA
- David Ventresca, Advantage Manhole & Concrete: MD, LA, TX
- David Reaves, Prism Contractors & Engineers: VA
- James Fleming, National Water Main: MA, FL

With excellent geographic disbursement throughout North America, the Madewell Advisory Council will provide a nationwide brain trust, sounding board, and source of strategic input. For more information, visit madewell.net.

Scholarships available for municipal and public utilities for the NASTT 2021 No-Dig Show

NASTT is pleased to announce municipal and public utility scholarship opportunities to attend the NASTT 2021 No-Dig Show, March 28 - April 1 in Orlando, Florida.

In 2013, NASTT established the No-Dig Show Municipal & Public Utility Scholarship Award Program to provide education and training for employees of North American municipalities, government agencies and utility owners who have limited or no training funds due to economic challenges. In past years, over 100 applicants were awarded the scholarship annually.

“The NASTT Municipal & Public Utility Scholarship offers public utilities and owners the unique opportunity to participate in the NASTT No-Dig Show. Since the inception of the scholarship program in 2013, more than 850 applicants have been given awards, and the program continues to grow each year,” said Dr. John Matthews, 2021 No-Dig Show Program Chair and Director of the Trenchless Technology Center (TTC). “This scholarship offers utility employees the chance to attend the No-Dig Show, which is dedicated to trenchless technology, at very little cost to them and their agencies.”

Selected scholarship winners will be awarded Full Conference and Exhibition registration to the NASTT 2021 No-Dig Show. Also available are one-day conference registrations which include full access to all exhibits and technical paper sessions. Selected applicants will also be eligible to receive complimentary overnight accommodations for three nights at the host hotel. The scholarship applications are reviewed by a committee of NASTT volunteers and awarded based upon the supplied responses.

To apply for the scholarship, complete the application online at nastt.org/no-dig-show/municipal-scholarships on or before Nov. 1, 2020. Applicants are not required to be NASTT members.

NASTT’s Municipal & Public Utility Scholarships program is sponsored by Benjamin Media, Inc, award-winning publisher of the leading underground construction magazine, Trenchless Technology. For more information about the NASTT No-Dig Show visit nodigshow.com, email conferences@benjaminmedia.com or call 330-467-7588.
Chapter News

British Columbia

The British Columbia Chapter (NASTT BC) was involved in helping organize the 2020 No-Dig North conference along with the GLSLA and Northwest Chapters, which has now been postponed to 2021. NASTT BC is disappointed we were not able to bring this show to fruition due to ongoing concerns about the COVID-19 pandemic. We are now looking ahead to the 2021 No-Dig North show, which will be held at the Vancouver Convention Centre, Nov. 8-10, 2021. For updates on registration, sponsorships, pre-event courses, the technical program and exhibitors, please visit nodignorth.ca.

No-Dig North is the first trenchless conference produced by NASTT to exclusively cover the trenchless construction market in Canada. No-Dig North 2019 was held in Calgary, Alberta, and brought nearly 600 attendees. The show also featured more than 75 exhibiting companies from across the industry.

Great Lakes, St. Lawrence & Atlantic

The GLSLA Chapter is looking forward to spearheading the 2021 No-Dig North conference along with the British Columbia and Northwest Chapters of NASTT. As many events across the industry are being rescheduled due to COVID-19, please stay up to date with chapter information, upcoming events and activities by visiting the chapter’s revamped website glsla.ca, where can also view our training schedule.

Mid Atlantic

MASTT had to postpone the Trenchless Technology, SSES and Buried Asset Management seminars planned for Baltimore on May 6, 2020, and for Atlantic City on Sept. 16, 2020 due to coronavirus. Please visit mastt.org to learn more about MASTT and the MASTT seminar program and postponed seminars and publication dates. Or, contact Leonard Ingram, MASTT executive director, at leonard@engconco.com or call (334) 327-7007.

MASTT plans to publish its Mid Atlantic Journal of Trenchless Technology 2020 in September. The journal will have numerous, excellent Mid Atlantic project articles and messages. Each publication is distributed to more than 4,000 water and sewer decision makers in the MASTT area. It, along with past journals, can be viewed at mastt.org.

Northeast

The Northeast Chapter in response to the COVID-19 global pandemic has postponed its 5th annual conference, which was scheduled to be held in Portland, Maine. The chapter is looking forward to a Grand 2021 annual conference in the historic West Point Military Academy in New York. In light of the current state of affairs, the Northeast Chapter will host a no-cost NASTT webinar for its members on Nov. 12, 2020 in place of the postponed annual event to keep members in the region engaged. We are also working on our 2020 Fall edition of the Northeast Journal of Trenchless Technology Practices. Please see our website, nastt-ne.org, for updates and more information.

Midwest

The Midwest Chapter (MSTT) had a very successful Trenchless Technology, SSES and Buried Asset Management seminar in Kansas City, Missouri on March 11 just before COVID-19 shut everything down.

MSTT had to postpone another Trenchless Technology, SSES and Buried Asset Management seminar that was planned for Cincinnati, Ohio, on Oct. 28. Please visit mstt.org to learn more about MSTT and the MSTT seminar program and postponed seminar and publication dates. Or, contact Leonard Ingram, MSTT executive director, at leonard@engconco.com or call (334) 327-7007.

MSTT is publishing its annual Midwest Journal of Trenchless Technology 2020 in October. The journal will have numerous Midwest trenchless technology project articles and messages. Each publication is distributed to more than 4,000 water and sewer decision makers in the MSTT area. It, along with past journals, can be viewed at mstt.org.

Northwest

The Northwest Chapter is disheartened to announce that, due to COVID-19, the 2020 No-Dig North Confer-
ence in partnership with the Canadian chapters of NASTT has been postponed. The 2021 No-Dig North will take place at the Vancouver Convention Centre on Nov. 8-10, 2021. For updates as they become available on registration, sponsorship, pre-event courses, technical program and exhibitors, please visit the conference's webpage, nodignorth.ca.

The status of the 2020-2021 Technical Lunch Program in both Edmonton and Calgary is not confirmed. However, if you have a specific topic or project that you would like to see us spotlight in the future, please reach out and let us know. For more information, please email gtippett@nastt-nw.com.

Pacific Northwest
The Pacific Northwest Chapter was pleased to announce the recent addition of Oregon State University as a new student chapter of NASTT and the first in the Pacific Northwest region. Please extend a warm welcome to any OSU Students you see at upcoming events. For further updates on chapter meetings, events and activities, please visit our website at pnwnastt.org. You can also check out the recent edition of our chapter publication, the Pacific Northwest Trenchless Review, as well as project updates.

Rocky Mountain
The Rocky Mountain Chapter has been progressing forward despite the continuing COVID pandemic. Like most, we have moved to virtual meetings and social events to stay in touch and conduct important board meetings. The chapter is excited to soon announce our first online webinar which will take the place of this year’s show and should involve much needed CEUs for our professionals and members who attend. We are currently in limbo with a planned clay shoot for October, but hope to see if we can still make it a go using smaller teams, social distancing and being in the great outdoors!

Stay tuned to our website for more information about our upcoming events at rmnastt.org. Our outreach efforts have been slowed a bit, but as soon as things open up more, we plan to dive into Nebraska and Kansas with some exciting field trip opportunities and potentially a traveling trenchless road show!

South Central
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, unfortunately the South Central Chapter had to postpone its chapter conference planned for October in Sugar Land, Texas. Our next conference event is now being planned for Sept. 27-28, 2021 at the same originally-planned venue, and we are looking forward to seeing everyone there next year. In lieu of the presentations planned for this October’s conference seminars, the planned presenters will be given the opportunity to post their presentations and papers on the South Central Chapter’s new official website (talk-trenchless.nastt.org/southcentral/home), which goes live this fall and will also contain many other useful resources and information for chapter members and others. Although the conference event where annual student scholarships were to be awarded has been postponed until next year, the chapter is thankful that we were still able to award these scholarships to some very deserving students.

Our chapter is also happy to announce some new additions to our board this year, with Shawn Garcia of Underground Solutions, Cecilia Zavaleta of Akkerman, and Taylor Savoie of Granite Inliner. We look forward to their involvement and contributions while continuing to grow our chapter.

Southeast
The Southeast Chapter (SESTT) had to postpone its Trenchless Technology, SSES and Buried Asset Management seminar planned for Savannah, Georgia, on Aug. 5, 2020. Please visit sestt.org to learn more about SESTT and the SESTT seminar program, postponed seminar dates and postponed publication dates. Or, contact Leonard Ingram, SESTT executive director, at leonard@engconco.com or call (334) 327-7007.

SESTT has a Trenchless Technology, SSES and Buried Asset Management seminar proposed for Miami on Dec. 9, 2020. There is a good chance it will be postponed. Please visit sestt.org for updates.

SESTT is publishing its annual Southeast Journal of Trenchless Technology 2020 in December. The journal will have numerous, excellent Southeast trenchless technology project articles and messages. Each issue of the publication is distributed to more than 4,000 water and sewer decision makers in the SESTT area. Past Journals can be seen sestt.org.

Western
The Western Chapter (WESTT) had a very successful first webinar on July 30, featuring three presentations on a variety of trenchless topics. Our free webinar series, open to all members and non-members, will continue this fall. Watch for emails from NASTT and be sure to register to be part of this informative and fun series. WESTT is also excited to announce that we have a new website at westt.org. Please visit our site to learn more about our chapter, track upcoming events and find opportunities to get active in the chapter.
Gas: A Natural Place for Trenchless Technology

By George Ragula

Public Service Electric and Gas (PSE&G) is a combined electric and natural gas utility serving 3/4 of the population in the most heavily populated central corridor of New Jersey. The territory encompasses more than 2,200 sq-miles serving a diverse array of rural, urban and suburban communities.

Generally, from a natural gas perspective, most of the new installation HDD work coming from new business is in the southern part of the state, while the northern portion of the service territory is focused on main replacement activity, because of the overall age and condition of those cast iron facilities. However, with all the major storm activity recently there are also a large number of special programs implemented statewide specifically targeting the replacement of aging cast iron and bare steel facilities operating at various pressures. These statewide infrastructure hardening projects are part of a concerted effort to enhance long term safety and reliability of the PSE&G distribution network, with the added benefit of reducing the fugitive methane emissions which contribute to global warming.

Before any type of new or different technology process is adopted, it needs a champion. When I was first exposed to ISTT activities in the mid-1980s, and learned about pipe splitting techniques at Brooklyn Union Gas, my old alma mater, trenchless technology became a natural area of interest to pursue and bring to my new employer, PSE&G, when I joined in the late 1980s. It has been very gratifying for me to have the good fortune throughout my subsequent career at PSE&G to learn more about trenchless applications, become familiar with the advantages, and be an advocate for the greater use of these technologies in the gas industry.

Historically, since the early 1960s, PSE&G had been using modified slip lining for approximately 30 percent of its main replacement work. Using this method, larger diameter facilities operating at low pressure (inches water column) are replaced with smaller diameter plastic pipe operating at higher pressures (15 psig and higher), which is inserted into the host pipe. Maintaining or increasing pipeline flow capacity is a critical consideration when operating a large gas distribution system that has evolved over many years to keep pace with increased gas loads. Using slippining, the vast majority of low-pressure service lines can be inserted with smaller diameter plastic also operating at the same low pressure. Maintaining or upsizing flow capacity is a particular niche that trenchless technology fills to a “T.”

Another staple trenchless technology application used across the gas industry for many years are jack and bore techniques. Used predominantly for RR crossings, use of jack and bore is decreasing in this area due to the development and growth of lining technology specifically for the gas industry.

In the late 1980s, PSE&G became involved with rod pushing equipment that quickly led to many successful HDD applications for routine distribution work in rural areas to the tune of approximately 60,000 feet per year. Of course, HDD was already routinely being used in various crossing work, however we implemented its use for routine gas main installations, what I commonly refer to as our “bread and butter work.”

With limited access to high pressure gas supply sources in largely urban areas, bursting cast iron pipe became a major size-for-size replacement technique in the mid-1990s. This replacement technique was used extensively for low pressure facilities in order to maintain capacity and necessary back feeds. Rod-driven and cable-driven equipment were both utilized.

In the early 1990s, we began at the ground floor with using cured-in-place lining (CIPL) technology for gas pipe rehab projects. CIPL offered many inherent major advantages in terms of actually increasing pipeline capacity through reduced friction and improved laminar flow, and the ability to be installed through multiple bends. Over the years, we have also seen tremendous cost savings as we have grown this technology on a project-specific basis.

We have completed a number of complex and challenging gas main renewal projects using CIPL, that frankly could not have been done any other way. Today 30 percent of our RR crossings are renewed using this method and approximately 30 percent of our highway crossings (both above ground and below ground). As a utility, PSE&G has played a leading role in spearheading the use of this technology, and I have been proud to be part of this process.

Most recently, we completed an extremely complex and challenging project that set a new world record. It involved the use of CIPL to renew approximately 575 ft of critical high-pressure leaking cast iron gas main installed in the 1950s operating at 15 psig, in close proximity to a State bridge reconstruction project and local hospital, crossing under the Garden State Parkway – the major north-south thoroughfare in central New Jersey.

The critical feed, which had to be renewed within a very tight window during the warmest part of the year from June 1 to Sept. 1, contained seven bends, a drip pot with 48-in. gap in piping located in the shoulder of the roadway requiring the installation of an internal reinforcement sleeve, a short section of steel, and crossed the 8 lane roadway at a point approximately 25 ft below surrounding street surface level, due to the way the parkway was designed and constructed. This project was massive and required years of comprehensive planning efforts, coordination and a carefully engineered approach in order to successfully complete a single flawless liner inversion in just over one hour.

PSE&G continues to stay involved in the trenchless arena. The use of trenchless technology will continue to expand and grow in the gas industry as emphasis on the environment increases, and the cost-savings and ability to upsize or maintain flow capacity are better understood.

George Ragula is distribution technology manager with Public Service Electric and Gas (PSE&G). He has served on the NASTT Board of Directors including as chair in 2011-12. In 2018 he was inducted into the NASTT Hall of Fame.
NASTT has a network of 11 regional chapters throughout the United States and Canada. With a single NASTT membership, you're automatically enrolled in the national organization, the international organization (ISTT) and also in your regional chapter. Regional chapters offer valuable educational and networking opportunities in your local area. Share your ideas, network with colleagues and find solutions to your everyday challenges.

**British Columbia**

*Website:* nastt-bc.org

The British Columbia (NASTT-BC) Chapter was established in 2005 by members in the province of British Columbia, Canada.

**Great Lakes, St. Lawrence & Atlantic**

*Website:* glsla.ca

The Great Lakes, St. Lawrence & Atlantic (GLSLA) Chapter was established in 1995 and represents the Eastern Canadian perspective of the trenchless technology marketplace. GLSLA members are from Ontario, Quebec and the four Atlantic provinces.

**Mid Atlantic**

*Website:* mastt.org

The Mid Atlantic (MASTT) Chapter was established in 2004 by members from the states of Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia and the District of Columbia.

**Northwest**

*Website:* nastt-nw.com

The Northwest Chapter was established in 1995 by members in the provinces of Alberta and British Columbia, Canada, and in Washington state. In 2005, the members in BC established the NASTT-BC Chapter. In 2009, members in Washington state established the Pacific Northwest Chapter and the Northwest Chapter adjusted the geographic area to include members in the provinces of Manitoba and Saskatchewan.

**Pacific Northwest**

*Website:* pnwnastt.org

The Pacific Northwest Chapter was established in 2009 by members in the states of Alaska, Idaho, Oregon and Washington.

**Rocky Mountain**

*Website:* rmnastt.org

The Rocky Mountain Chapter was established in 2009 by members in the states of Colorado, Utah, Montana and Wyoming.
South Central
The South Central Chapter was established in 2015 to serve the members of NASTT from Texas and the south central area of the United States.

Chapter Contact
Justin Taylor
Phone: (281) 686-1430
justin.taylor@cciandassociates.com

Elected Officers
Chair - Jim Williams
Vice Chair - Justin Taylor
Secretary - Luis Cuellar
Treasurer - Josh Kercho

Southeast
Website: sestt.org
The Southeast (SESTT) Chapter was established in 2001 to serve the members of NASTT from Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee and Puerto Rico.

Chapter Contact
Leonard Ingram
Phone: (888) 817-3788
leonard@engconco.com

Elected Officers
Chair - Jerry Trevino
Vice Chair - Ed Paradis
Secretary - J. Chris Ford
Treasurer - Ed Diggs

Western
Website: westt.org
The Western (WESTT) Chapter was established in 2003 by members from the states of Arizona, California, New Mexico, Nevada and Hawaii.

Chapter Contact
Lisa Arroyo
Phone: (805) 564-5412
lisa@arroyotrenchless.com

Elected Officers
Chair - Lisa Arroyo
Vice Chair - Kate Wallin
Secretary - Rachel Martin
Treasurer - Tim Taylor

Are you looking to get involved with your regional chapter? Jessie Clevenger, NASTT Regional Chapter Relations Manager, is here to provide enhanced services and support to our Regional and Student Chapters. Contact Jessie at jclevenger@nastt.org to build a powerful network of trenchless professionals and get involved in chapter events in your area!

TRENCHLESS TECHNOLOGY TRAINING DELIVERED TO YOUR DOORSTEP
Get the trenchless training you need from NASTT – where you need it, when you need it. With NASTT on-site and virtual training, we send the experts to you, saving you time and money. Please e-mail Michelle Hill at mhill@nastt.org for more details.

• Introduction to Trenchless Technology
• Cured-in-Place Pipe (CIPP)
• Horizontal Directional Drilling (HDD)
• Trenchless Technology for the Gas Industry
• New Installation Methods
• Laterals
• Pipe Bursting
• Municipal Grouting

North American Society for Trenchless Technology
14500 Lorain Avenue #110063 • Cleveland, Ohio 44111
Phone: 888-993-9935

For More Information and the Latest Course List Visit
nastt.org/training
Members of NASTT’s Student Chapters attend and participate in NASTT’s No-Dig Show where they present trenchless research posters, participate in competitions and provide event support monitoring the technical paper sessions. There are many benefits for students who belong to an NASTT Student Chapter – scholarships, networking opportunities, education and career opportunities to name a few. To learn more about NASTT’s 17 Student Chapters, visit nastt.org/student-chapters.
NASTT celebrates 30 years of industry advocacy and education in 2020. We represent more than 2,200 members throughout the United States, Canada and Mexico who all promote better and more responsible ways to manage underground infrastructure.

With education at the forefront of our mission we are offering 30% OFF our trenchless publications in our 30th year!

This sale covers our entire suite of trenchless technology good practices guidelines, including our French and Spanish translations.

Additional bulk discounts are also available.

Visit nastt.org/resources/bookstore for information or contact us at info@nastt.org
There have been many questions about the environmental impact of emissions from steam-cured CIPP projects. To address those concerns, a comprehensive project was funded to collect data from multiple projects using various sampling methods to determine the extent of any impacts. This paper will present the findings from that study. The overall objectives of the study were to (1) evaluate air emissions from steam-cured, cured-in-place pipe (CIPP) installations and (2) determine potential impacts on workers and the surrounding community. This was accomplished first by directly measuring worker/public exposure to emissions for locations onsite or immediately offsite. The CIPP installation sites selected represented a range of scenarios typical of CIPP installations. Second, the potential health risks to workers and the community were evaluated based on appropriate health-based action levels using both directly measured and modeled data. The results of the study indicate that the health of workers has the potential to be impacted at two locations, inside the liner truck immediately after opening and areas immediate to the stack (within 10 ft).
ond, evaluate potential health risks to workers and to the community based on appropriate health-based action levels using both directly measured and modeled data.

**MEASURING WORKER/PUBLIC EXPOSURE TO CIPP INSTALLATION EMISSIONS**

To evaluate the potential health risks associated with steam-cured CIPP installation, first the concentrations of compounds in emissions from pollutant sources were measured. Climate and geography play a significant role in the dispersion of air emissions; therefore, it was important to try to capture sites with a range of climates and elevations. The potential hazards associated with these chemicals depends on the concentration of individual chemical compounds and how chemicals disperse in the environment. To have a more comprehensive understanding of CIPP emissions, the study aimed to capture all the TO-15 compounds present and evaluate the concentration of these chemicals at multiple locations at different points in the CIPP installation process.

**SITE SELECTION**

Data was collected from a total of nine sites. The sites spanned across three cities: Shreveport, LA; Saint Louis, Missouri; and Aurora, Colorado. Table 1 outlines the sites selected. These sites were selected primarily to capture jobsites in varies climates; however, other limiting factors were considered (e.g. availability of jobsites, project characteristics and site characteristics). The City of Shreveport located in the northwest part of the state of Louisiana (pop. 200,000 approx.), is the third largest city in Louisiana. The climate in Shreveport is typically humid and wet and the city is located at a lower elevation (approximately 150 to 250 feet above sea level). The city of St. Louis, MO is located in the eastern part of the state of Missouri. St. Louis is at a slightly higher elevation than Shreveport (approximately 380 to 615 feet above sea level), is also a humid climate with cooler winters than Shreveport. Aurora is located near Denver in the state of Colorado. Of the three cities, Aurora has the highest elevation (approximately 5,400 feet above sea level) and driest climate. In addition to being selected to provide data collected in varied climates, St. Louis and Aurora were selected since active steam-cured large and medium diameter project were being carried out in these cities, which was not the case in Shreveport.

In addition to climate and elevation variations, ranges of pipe characteristics were also important to evaluate. A range of pipe diameters (small, medium, large) with approximately the same length were targeted. At least three sites were selected representing a range of pipe lengths (short, medium and long), with the same diameter pipe. Site selection also aimed to capture different development characteristics (e.g. residential, commercial/public or mixed development), with at least two sites located near publicly accessible or vacant buildings accessible for measurement of emission within structures.

**EQUIPMENT AND SAMPLING TECHNIQUES USED TO COLLECT EMISSION DATA**

Various pieces of equipment were utilized to collect data. The equipment was selected based on the type of data that needed to be collected, the limitations of equipment and expected conditions onsite. A portable HAPSITE Gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC-MS) unit was used to collect emission concentrations in a number of locations. Due to the possibility of damage to the equipment during of sampling moist air and the potential for saturating the equipment detector, this equipment was not used to sample directly from the emission stacks. The HAPSITE equipment was primarily used to sample the surrounding areas. Samples were taken for laboratory analysis using both canisters and sorbent tubes. Canisters were primarily used to collect 1) liner truck samples and 2) steam plum exit samples. However, additional canister samples were taken at some of the sites at other locations. Worker and blank sampling were carried out using sorbent tubes. Additional sorbent tubes were also used on Site 3, 5 and 6 to collect air samples in the vicinity of the exit plume. Duplicates of sorbent tubes and canisters were also collected in some cases. All canister and sorbent tube samples were collected by the project team but were analyzed by outside laboratories. Hapsite data was collected and analyzed by the project team.

**EVALUATION OF POTENTIAL HEALTH RISKS TO WORKERS AND COMMUNITY**

Once these chemical concentrations were measured, the study utilized appropriate

---

**Table 1 – Site Specific Descriptions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site #</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Diameter</th>
<th>Pipe Length</th>
<th>Environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Shreveport</td>
<td>6-inch (small)</td>
<td>315-feet (medium)</td>
<td>Residential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Shreveport</td>
<td>10-inch (small)</td>
<td>147-feet (short)</td>
<td>Residential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Shreveport</td>
<td>8-inch (small)</td>
<td>608-feet (long)</td>
<td>Residential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3a</td>
<td>Shreveport</td>
<td>6-inch (small)</td>
<td>275-feet (medium)</td>
<td>Residential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3b</td>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>6-inch (small)</td>
<td>270-feet (medium)</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>8-inch (small)</td>
<td>500-feet (long)</td>
<td>Residential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4a</td>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>8-inch (small)</td>
<td>270-feet (medium)</td>
<td>Residential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Aurora</td>
<td>24-inch (medium)</td>
<td>535-feet (long)</td>
<td>Commercial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Aurora</td>
<td>36-inch (large)</td>
<td>348-feet (medium)</td>
<td>Rural</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2 – Exposure Guidelines for Styrene**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Guideline</th>
<th>5 min</th>
<th>10 min</th>
<th>30 min</th>
<th>1 hour</th>
<th>4 hours</th>
<th>8 hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AEL-1 (EPA, 2008)</td>
<td>20 ppm</td>
<td>20 ppm</td>
<td>20 ppm</td>
<td>20 ppm</td>
<td>20 ppm</td>
<td>20 ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEL-2 (EPA, 2008)</td>
<td>200 ppm</td>
<td>200 ppm</td>
<td>200 ppm</td>
<td>200 ppm</td>
<td>200 ppm</td>
<td>200 ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEL-3 (EPA, 2008)</td>
<td>1900 ppm</td>
<td>1900 ppm</td>
<td>1900 ppm</td>
<td>1900 ppm</td>
<td>1900 ppm</td>
<td>1900 ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDLH (NIOSH, 2019)</td>
<td>790 ppm*</td>
<td>790 ppm*</td>
<td>790 ppm*</td>
<td>790 ppm*</td>
<td>790 ppm*</td>
<td>790 ppm*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REL-TWA (NIOSH, 2019)</td>
<td>50 ppm</td>
<td>50 ppm</td>
<td>50 ppm</td>
<td>50 ppm</td>
<td>50 ppm</td>
<td>50 ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEL-TWA (NIOSH, 2019)</td>
<td>100 ppm</td>
<td>100 ppm</td>
<td>100 ppm</td>
<td>100 ppm</td>
<td>100 ppm</td>
<td>100 ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEL-C (OSHA, 2019)</td>
<td>200 ppm</td>
<td>200 ppm</td>
<td>200 ppm</td>
<td>200 ppm</td>
<td>200 ppm</td>
<td>200 ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEL-TWA (OSHA, 2019)</td>
<td>200 ppm</td>
<td>200 ppm</td>
<td>200 ppm</td>
<td>200 ppm</td>
<td>200 ppm</td>
<td>200 ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceptable Peak (OSHA, 2019)</td>
<td>600 ppm</td>
<td>600 ppm</td>
<td>600 ppm</td>
<td>600 ppm</td>
<td>600 ppm</td>
<td>600 ppm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
health-based action levels published by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) to evaluate health risks to workers and the community. Human exposure limit guidelines for the TO-15 chemicals have been published by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH). The guidelines provide exposure boundaries for several scenarios and play a vital role in the analysis of the data collected in this study. It is important to remember that while NIOSH and EPA exposure guidelines are recommendations based on most recent medical research, OSHA exposure guidelines are regulatory and should be enforced. In some instances, the NIOSH, EPA and OSHA guidelines differ. The OSHA limit is enforceable, but, in some cases, the NIOSH and EPA guidelines may offer more stringent recommendations for best practices. OSHA recommends that more stringent guidelines are used if they exist since many of the OSHA limits have not been updated since they were originally established (OSHA, 2019).

The EPA's Acute Exposure Guideline Limits (AEGL) define thresholds for human health effects from rare or one-time exposure to airborne chemicals. NIOSH Recommended Exposure Limits (REL) define a Short-Term Exposure Limit (STEL) for exposures usually defined as a 15 minute time weighted average (TWA) and a 10-hr TWA. They also define a regulatory guideline level that is Immediately Dangerous to Life and Health (IDLH). OSHA defines a Permitted Exposure Limit (PEL) with a TWA for exposures averaged over 8 hours. OSHA’s PEL-C defines a ceiling limit, the exposure level that may not be exceeded for any length of time, except for very short time periods (5 minutes or less) and only up to an acceptable peak limit (NIOSH, 2019). In this study, evaluations of potential health risks were based on these published guidelines.

While all TO-15 chemicals are being quantified in this study, styrene was selected for the evaluation of potential health risks to workers and the community. Of all the compounds measured on the sites, styrene was the only one measured with concentration levels high enough to pose health risks. Styrene, one of the TO-15 chemicals found in some CIPP liner resins, is found in CIPP emissions at concentrations much higher than the other compounds and is, therefore, of particular interest as an air-borne toxin. Styrene, C8H8 has an odor threshold that according to some literature can vary from 0.16 – 0.64 ppm (EPA, 2008; Amoore & Hautala, 1983). The presence of a styrene odor is not necessarily indicative of dangerous styrene levels. Styrene produces a noticeable smell at levels far below the most cautious and conservative regulatory limits. The exposure guidelines for styrene are shown in Table 2. Short-term exposure to styrene can result in mucus membrane and eye irritation as well as gastrointestinal irritation. Long-term exposure to styrene can result in central nervous system [CNS] problems such as headaches, fatigue, muscle weakness, depression, hearing loss, peripheral neuropathy (damage to nerves outside of the brain and spinal cord). Exposure to very high concentrations can lead to death [HHS, 2010; EPA, 2008]. The National Toxicology Program (NTP) under the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services has also declared styrene to be a “reasonably anticipated human carcinogen” (NTP, 2011).

EPA’s AEGL thresholds are defined at
three levels each with a defined set of human health impacts. AEGL-1 is the airborne concentration of a substance above which it is predicted that the general population, including susceptible individuals, could experience irreversible or other serious, long-lasting adverse health effects or an impaired ability to escape. AEGL-2 is the airborne concentration of a substance above which it is predicted that the general population, including susceptible individuals, could experience life-threatening health effects or death (EPA, 2008).

RESULTS

The health risk analysis only focused on styrene, since all of the TO-15 chemicals measured across all sites it was the only VOC to exceed regulatory thresholds. Emissions and health risk analysis results for common locations or exposure group across all sites are presented in the following sections. Those values reported with an “E” following the concentration value were designated by the outside laboratory as estimated values.

LINER TRUCK DOOR AT INITIAL OPENING

Data collected in or very near the liner transport truck cargo door is summarized for all six sites in Figure 1. All Canister and Hapsite measurement are included with the exception of one duplicate canister from Site 6, which came back from the lab with a concentration of 1,820 E ppm. This result on Site 6 does not agree with the duplicate result of 316 ppm (shown in Figure 1). Liner truck results for previous sites have concentrations ranging from 95 E ppm to 176 E ppm. Considering this range and the discrepancy between the duplicates (1820 E ppm and 316 ppm), there is possibly some error in the sample analysis or estimation of the concentration in the laboratory. For this reason, the 1,820 E ppm measurement did not factor into any recommendations provided at the end of this study. The lower concentration for Site 1 should also be questioned, since the liner truck had been open for several minutes before that sample was taken. If the 1,820 E ppm value is eliminated, only one of the eight cargo truck measurements exceeded the OSHA PEL-C of 200 ppm. Five of eight measurements exceeded the NIOSH STEL of 50 ppm. One measurement exceeded the AEGL-2 level of 230 ppm.

EXHAUST STACK AND/OR TERMINATION MANHOLE

The results for the air samples collected from the emissions released from the exhaust stack are shown in Figure 2. The max concentrations during curing that were measured from areas nearby (within 25 ft) of the termination manhole/exhaust stack are shown in Figure 3. One of the styrene measurements taken at an exhaust stack was 293 ppm, which exceeds the OSHA PEL-C limit of 200 ppm but is less than the acceptable peak of 600 ppm. The OSHA permitted exposure limit ceiling is more than a recommendation. That limit is the enforceable exposure limit for styrene exposure lasting for a period longer than 5 minutes within a 3-hour window in the construction setting. It should be noted that OSHA recommends the use of more stringent guidelines (OSHA, 2019) and at one time proposed adopting styrene limits similar NIOSH’s 8-hr TWA (50 ppm) and 15-min STEL (100 ppm) (CDC, 2020).

The 293-ppm measurement exceeds the 15-min STEL. This concentration also exceeds the 10-min and 30-min AEGL-2 guideline at which point long-lasting health effects could occur. Four measurements exceed the AEGL-1 guideline for any duration. The styrene level at any given point over the curing process will likely vary under the influence of environmental factors and degree of cure. However, it is reasonable to conclude that styrene levels within the plume on the CIPP installation site could reach levels that exceed regulatory limits if the exposure durations are met. This identifies the exhaust stack at a CIPP installation site as one of the locations where there is reasonable concern for both worker and public exposure to styrene emissions.

In areas immediately surrounding the manhole and stack (within 10 ft), concentrations are at levels not high enough to be immediately dangerous or inescapable or cause long-lasting health effects (Figure 3). The levels are significantly less than the OSHA PEL-C of 200 ppm. Four concentration measurements within ten feet exceed AEGL-1. This data indicates that any worker or member of the public entering and exiting an area with styrene concentrations at the levels recorded in this study should not experience any negative health effects provided the total exposure time is less than 5 minutes and they avoid entering the exhaust plume. No measurements outside of 10-ft exceed AEGL-1. This indicates a decreasing styrene concentration even at relatively short distances from the emission source.

CONCLUSIONS

Future studies of CIPP emissions should focus on:

- Determining the time it takes the liner truck emissions to dissipate;
- Collecting and evaluating task-oriented worker exposure data to identify specific tasks within the typical 8-hour shift window that could pose potential health risks;
- Investigating factors such as the size and number of liners on the truck as well the duration each liner is on the truck; and
- Capturing and evaluating rogue emission concentrations to evaluate health risks associated with these emissions.
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Municipal & Public Utility Scholarship Program

The NASTT 2021 No-Dig Show Municipal & Public Utility Scholarship Award has been established to provide education and training for North American municipalities, government agencies and utility owners who have limited or no travel funds due to restricted budgets.

Selected applicants will be awarded complimentary full conference registration to the NASTT 2021 No-Dig Show in Orlando, Florida, March 28 - April 1, 2021. One day conference registrations will also be available. Registration includes full access to all exhibits and technical paper sessions... all you have to do is get yourself to the conference! Selected applicants will also be eligible to receive overnight accommodations. Selection based on responses to the application as well as need.

Apply today!
Application deadline is November 1, 2020.

Apply for complimentary registration, hotel accommodations and more! VISIT: NASTT.ORG/MUNICIPALSCHOLARSHIP TODAY.
WE HAVE YOU COVERED.
NO MATTER WHAT TYPE OF PIPE YOU NEED TO LINE.

APPLIED FELTS
THE SOLUTIONS IN NO BOUNDARIES

Applied Felts manufactures custom CIPP liners and calibration tubes for gravity sewer mains, pressure pipe, force mains, potable water, storm sewers and laterals, including vertical applications. We identify and match the liners: PE, RBPE, PU, PVC, FOBER or PP coating polymer: fiberglass and other raw materials; and your choice of ambient, water, steam or UV cure. Pre-impregnated liners from our newly acquired regional wet-out facility at FerroTec Solutions can make your job easier. No matter what your unique project demands, we’ve got you covered. Visit appliedfelts.com